Information Technology Solutions

Advanced Analytics
for
Medical Device Logistics
Highlights:
•

Rich Data

•

With over 400 available
data elements, the WebOps

•

Analytics platform provides
previously unimaginable
insight to the business.

•
•

Analysis
Trend analysis, stock level
alerting and inventory
optimization are just a few
of the features our
customers are using to
change the way they do

Medical Device suppliers and their customers
are finding it increasingly difficult to keep up with
the demands of doing more with less when it
comes to inventory in the field. Historically,
inventory grew along with the number of
surgeries. This resulted in higher consignment
levels, lower inventory turns and more scrapped
products due to expiration.

•

Inventory Optimization by item,
kit, set at every location
Demand Planning visuals to
ensure needed inventory will be
available at time of surgery
Expiration Reduction through
optimal placement of aging
product with most likely provider
Par Level Management by
comparing on-hand vs historical
demand at the SKU level
Dwell Time and Utilization
scorecards at the hospital,
physician and vendor rep level
Physician Preference Card
created and updated on-the-fly

•

Increasing focus on cost creates growing
pressure to reduce field inventory while
expectations for standards of care and the need
for implant options in the OR remain as high as
ever.

business.

What tools can suppliers and providers use to
provide world class service to the patient with
less inventory? Actionable Data

Ease of Use

WebOps Analytics is a highly customizable and
feature rich platform created to help medical
device manufacturers and their
customers streamline inventory and operations,
ultimately increasing sales with less working
capital tied up in inventory.

With a library of over 50 preconfigured views
and dashboards as well as the ability to
create custom reports, WebOps Analytics
provides actionable reports to the
manufacturer, field sales force and the
provider.

This Best in Class data analysis tool coupled
with rich data changes the way WebOps
customers view their world.

Contact WebOps today to take control of
your consignment inventory and ordering
process.

Easy to use “drag and drop”
graphical display generating actionable
business intelligence has
never been easier.
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